Catalysis is an essential component in the toolbox of chemists for making our chemical manufacturing processes more sustainable. By lowering the activation energy, catalysts enable chemical reactions to proceed more efficiently, requiring fewer resources, less energy, and less time to obtain the desired reaction products.^[@ref1]^ The transition from fossil fuels (*e.g.*, coal, crude oil, and natural gas) to renewable energy sources (biomass, municipal waste, and electricity from solar or wind power) requires versatile reactors and catalyst materials that can deal with changing feedstocks and energy supplies.^[@ref2]^

The energetics of chemical reactions are determined by the laws of thermodynamics using the Gibbs free energy ([eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}):It determines the final equilibrium of the reaction and is dependent on the internal energy of the reactants (*U*), the local pressure (*P*), concentration, temperature (*T*), and change in entropy (*S*). Furthermore, the Arrhenius equation ([eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"})determines the kinetics of a chemical reaction, based on the activation energy (*E*~act~) at a certain temperature. Pressure plays a smaller role in this equation but is typically included in the prefactor *A*.^[@ref3]^

To tune the outcome of a chemical reaction while it is running, we thus have temperature and pressure in our toolbox at our disposal. Furthermore, we need to tailor our catalysts on the nanoscale, as the (molecular) structure of the catalyst and its interaction with analytes and intermediates plays a key role in lowering the activation energy and subsequently increasing the activity. Such active sites of solid catalysts involving metal nanoparticles are typically found on specific metal facets or edges.^[@ref4]^ In-depth understanding and control of chemical processes on the nanoscale will ultimately help to make the catalysts of the future during the transition from fossil fuels to a circular economy.

Conventional spectroscopic techniques are used to measure a solid catalyst under ambient conditions before or after a reaction. To determine how catalysts actually operate under reaction conditions, researchers developed *in situ* tools that can assess the catalyst structure under controlled atmospheres. At the turn of this century, catalyst researchers realized that *in situ* characterization tools were not sufficient to explain the behavior of catalysts in a real reactor during reaction conditions because many characterizations were performed under different conditions than the actual (industrial) reaction.^[@ref5]−[@ref8]^ The search for the perfect *in situ* experiment began, as described by James Haw: "A perfect *in situ* experiment would look inside an industrial reactor and reveal the most intimate details of a surface chemical reaction \[ . . .\] on the scale of catalyst particles as well as spatial variations over the volume of the reactor \[ . . .\]. Finally, the perfect method would correlate the composition of the catalyst bed with simultaneous measurements of product distributions in order to reveal structure--activity and structure--selectivity relationships."^[@ref9]^

By employing spectroscopic tools in chemical reactors to observe a catalyst at work, we moved into the era of *operando* spectroscopy (derived from Latin, meaning operating or working). New reactors were developed with the intention of measuring the chemical structures of the catalyst while actively converting reactants into products, preferably by employing more than one online characterization tool. Ultimately, such tools could lead to reactor control: By monitoring the state of the catalyst in the reactor, adjustments can be made to the reaction conditions to keep the catalyst in its optimal state.^[@ref10]^

In recent years, the field has moved more toward micro- and nanometer scales and active-site level understanding of the chemistry of catalytic reactions, resulting in advances in nanoscale-related techniques for catalysis.^[@ref11]^ Examples can be found in single-molecule fluorescence methods^[@ref12]^ and synchrotron-based characterization techniques (*e.g.*, scanning-transmission X-ray microscopy, STXM, and quick scan X-ray absorption fine structure, QXAFS).^[@ref13]^ These approaches can assess the dynamics of various aspects of both inter- and intraparticle heterogeneities within catalysts, such as the porous network and metal distribution. However, they have the disadvantage of requiring specialized equipment, such as synchrotron radiation or reaction-specific probes (*e.g.*, fluorescent molecules).

The perfect *operando* experiment would correlate nanoscale structure to bulk scale activity and selectivity due to spatiotemporal heterogeneities.^[@ref14]^ For this purpose, we need to understand important local chemical and physical conditions in real time---*e.g.*, molecular surface species, temperature, and pressure---and have the capability to measure these properties in a spatiotemporal manner under true reaction conditions (*i.e.*, *operando*).

We see potential in "upgrading" the more conventional spectroscopic techniques by using (nanoparticle) sensors that can be tailored to monitor important parameters of the reaction remotely and in real time, namely, the local chemical species, temperature, and pressure ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). Furthermore, these nanosensors can improve the spatial resolution using strong local enhancements, opening up possibilities such as measuring single nanoparticles or obtaining images that contain molecular information with nanoscale resolution by using local antennae. Recent examples of this approach can be found in single plasmon nanoparticle spectroscopy, which probes the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of the metal nanoparticles,^[@ref15]^ and plasmon-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (PERS).^[@ref16]^

![(a) Nanosensors providing local information on (bottom) the catalyst particle or (top) active-site level to improve the knowledge of spatiotemporal heterogeneities, such as chemical species using gold core--shell nanoparticles (that probe the catalyst structure and bonding to reactants a, b, c, and product d, for example), temperature using green core--shell nanoparticles, and pressure with blue core--shell nanoparticles. (b) In a future reactor, these combined sensors could monitor reactor and catalyst health in real time, giving insight into the spatiotemporal heterogeneities that can be used as feedback for the reactor input (temperature, pressure, and feedstocks a, b, and c). (c) Schematic illustration of the working principles of plasmon-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (PERS). Raman spectroscopy probes the inelastic scattering of light after excitation of matter using monochromatic light to obtain molecular structures. The Raman scattering intensity and the incident light can be enhanced by plasmonic nanoparticles by exciting the dipolar localized surface plasmon resonance. This Raman enhancement can be strongly improved in hot spots between two or more shell-isolated nanoparticles. (d) Schematic illustration of the working principles of luminescence thermometry. Absorption of near-infrared light results in the emission of upconverted green light using lanthanide sensitizers and activators. Temperature-dependent luminescence is governed by Boltzmann statistics; the logarithm of the luminescence intensity ratio plotted *versus* 1/*T* yields a linear correlation; the steepness of the fitted line corresponds to the energy difference between the excited states.](nn9b09834_0001){#fig1}

In future industrial reactors, nanosensors could eventually play a role in detecting local catalyst deactivation or thermal runaways. By monitoring reactor health in the macroscopic and microscopic ranges simultaneously in real time and providing local feedback of the reaction conditions ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), we could prevent the death of a catalytic reaction by intervening in time. In previous work, our group used combined *operando* UV--vis/Raman spectroscopy to monitor and to control the coke deposition during propane dehydrogenation and regeneration of Cr/Al~2~O~3~ catalysts.^[@ref10]^ In addition, thermal runaways can be prevented by direct feedback of the catalyst temperature to the reactor temperature controller, as was demonstrated in the work by Cho *et al.*, in which temperature sensing was performed by magnetic crystallite thermometry on nickel catalysts during the ethane hydrogenolysis reaction.^[@ref17]^ Furthermore, the extension of heterogeneous catalysis to photocatalytic and electrocatalytic conversion processes---some of the pillars of future sustainable chemistry---will require flexible reactors with adaptable catalyst materials that can deal with varying feedstocks and reaction conditions. These changing feedstocks can have a big impact on reactor output and catalyst stability and, therefore, require fast performance feedback. Ideally, we would make use of nanosensors to study chemical processes on solid catalysts and to monitor and to control the catalyst and reactor "health" on a local and global scale, similar to a whole-body scan in life science. Is such a scenario far-fetched, or could it become reality?

In this Perspective article, we discuss the current and potential development of nanosensors within different catalysis disciplines based on two state-of-the-art techniques: PERS to measure chemicals and their surface adducts locally ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c) and band-shape luminescence thermometry ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). It is not our intention to write a comprehensive review of these techniques but rather to provide insight into the state of the art and to offer our interpretation of the future prospects and requirements of local sensing in catalysis. The interested reader is directed to recent review articles in the literature.^[@ref16],[@ref18]−[@ref22]^

We start with a brief introduction to the state of the art of remote molecular and thermal sensing in heterogeneous catalysis, after which we discuss promising future applications of these techniques in various disciplines of catalysis, ranging from gas- and liquid-phase molecular detection in heterogeneous catalysis to (photo)electrocatalytic conversion processes. We furthermore argue the need to develop local sensors for reaction pressure monitoring. Ultimately, combining multiple nanoscale sensors will improve our insights not only in academic challenges, such as unraveling reaction pathways, but also in global industrial challenges, such as live reactor health monitoring and active control.

Chemical Sensors {#sec2}
================

During catalytic reactions over high-surface-area porous solids, the concentration of chemical species in the gas or liquid phase and on the catalytic surface can drastically change in time and space. As current techniques usually perform multiple (point) measurements to observe chemical gradients,^[@ref23]^ we need local sensors to account for changes in catalyst reactivity with great sensitivity to improve the temporal resolution. Such local chemical nanosensors are able to measure the concentrations of precursors and surface species on the solid catalyst with fast readouts.^[@ref15],[@ref16]^

To the best of our knowledge, the most developed family of chemical sensor techniques for application in heterogeneous catalysis is PERS, including surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS), and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS).^[@ref24]^ For PERS, noble metal nanostructures are applied to enhance the inelastically scattered Raman signal by factors of more than 10^6^, which contains information on the molecular vibrations of the materials under study ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). These noble metal nanostructures can effectively focus light within a few nanometers of their surfaces due to the collective resonant oscillation of free surface electrons upon excitation with visible light, which is referred to as localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). The strongest enhancement factors (EFs) are found in hot spots, which are sites where multiple adjacent nanoparticles couple their resonances ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c), or at sharp antenna-like structures for TERS.^[@ref24]^ Although the Raman scattering cross section is typically very low, plasmonic nanostructures can upgrade the tool to become a strong surface-sensitive characterization technique with sensitivities up to, in principle, single-molecule detection.^[@ref25]^

The advantage of SHINERS over other PERS techniques is that it is noninvasive when the plasmonic nanostructures are isolated by catalytically inactive dielectric shell materials with minimal damping of the LSPR.^[@ref26]^ The shells furthermore prevent chemical and thermal degradation of the nanosensors during the reactions.^[@ref27]−[@ref30]^

The Raman signal enhancement is extremely local as it dissipates by *r*^--12^ away from the plasmonic cores and, therefore, can be advantageously used to break the diffraction limit of visible light into the nanometer regime. Even without breaking the diffraction limit, SHINERS can deliver profound insights in chemical reactions over solid catalysts. For example, Tian and colleagues applied SHINERS to study CO oxidation over Pt, Pt--Fe, and Pd colloidal nanocatalysts supported on Au\@SiO~2~.^[@ref27]^ They studied electronic effects and catalyst--adsorbate interactions using SHINERS, enabling them to establish the mechanisms for CO oxidation over the different catalysts.^[@ref27]^ They further applied SHINERS to determine the strain effects of Au\@Pd nanocatalysts by studying the N≡C stretching vibration of phenyl isocyanide.^[@ref31]^ Because the N≡C bond is sensitive to the metal structure, Tian and colleagues used it to explain the superior catalytic activity for benzyl oxidation of Au cores with five monolayers of Pd.^[@ref31]^ In addition, our group followed the hydrogenation of phenylacetylene over Pt nanoparticles using SHINERS.^[@ref32]^ We observed the sequential hydrogenation of phenylacetylene in H~2~ into styrene and ultimately ethylbenzene. Furthermore, the reverse reaction took place in the absence of H~2~, which enabled more detailed understanding of the reaction mechanism and the assignment of Raman peaks.^[@ref32]^ Later, our group studied acetylene hydrogenation over industrially relevant Ni catalysts.^[@ref33]^ We identified Ni--adsorbate interactions and followed the deactivation of the catalyst due to coke formation. In this work, spark ablation was implemented to obtain active metallic nanoparticles, thus circumventing high reduction temperatures (500 °C) which have high chances of destroying the SHINERS substrates.^[@ref33]^ These works are elegant demonstrations of how SHINERS can be applied as a spectroscopic tool in heterogeneous catalysis, where it can easily probe the low wavenumber regime for the detection of surface structures in addition to the full molecular fingerprint.

By smart assembly strategies, SHINERS can provide local information, as well. For example, Dong *et al.* assembled shell-isolated nanoparticles over single-crystal metal catalysts to study facet-dependent surface reactions in aqueous conditions selectively within electrochemical cells.^[@ref34]^ The authors applied the strong surface sensitivity of SHINERS for the real-time elucidation of previously unobservable reaction intermediates in the oxygen reduction reactions. Most notably, they observed the formation of superoxides on bridge sites of Pt(111) surfaces and hydroxyls on Pt(100) and Pt(110) surfaces under acidic conditions ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). They could uniquely relate the difference in activity to the step sites on these Pt(*hkl*) surfaces.

![Plasmon-enhanced Raman spectroscopy for *in situ* studies of heterogeneous catalysts. (a) Using shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS), the structure--activity relationship was revealed on Pt single crystals during the oxygen reduction reaction in acidic conditions by the presence of −OH groups on (100) and (110) surfaces, and −OOH groups on (111) surfaces.^[@ref34]^ Adapted with permission from ref ([@ref34]). Copyright 2018 Springer Nature. (b) SHINERS was applied to disentangle the heterogeneous and homogeneous reaction pathway for the Suzuki--Miyaura coupling between aryl bromides and phenylboronic acid over Pd nanoparticles.^[@ref30]^ Adapted from ref ([@ref30]). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (c) Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy was applied to resolve site-specific electronic and catalytic properties of a Pd/Au(111) bimetallic surface by observing a weakened N≡C bond of the adsorbed phenyl isocyanide on edge sites.^[@ref37]^ Adapted with permission from ref ([@ref37]). Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (d) Au and Au\@SiO~2~ can be assembled on larger SiO~2~ spheres to form shell-isolated superstructures (SHIPS) for colloidally stable SHINERS experiments in liquids to observe Rhodamine 6G dye molecules up to picomolar quantities.^[@ref42]^ Adapted with permission from ref ([@ref42]). Copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons. (e) In electrocatalysis, combining SHINERS and SHIPS could be applied for *in situ* tracking of reactants (chemical a) and products (chemical d) in the liquid phase (by SHIPS) while following the chemisorbed species at the catalyst surface (chemicals b,c).](nn9b09834_0002){#fig2}

More recently, Zhao and co-workers applied SHINERS to disentangle homogeneous from heterogeneous processes in the Suzuki--Miyaura cross-coupling reaction between aryl bromides and phenylboronic acid over Pd nanoparticles.^[@ref30]^ Using the design of supported Pd catalysts on shell-isolated nanoparticles, they demonstrated that the reaction is in fact heterogeneous in nature and no reaction takes place over leached Pd species ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). Furthermore, they showed the importance of direct contact of the aryl bromides with the catalyst surface and that the catalyst activity can be tuned by modifying its surface groups and charge, and the Pd--Br distance.^[@ref30]^ Other work has demonstrated the use of SHINERS for investigating catalyst--support interactions, a key factor in heterogeneous catalysis for defining activity and selectivity.^[@ref35]^ So far, two support materials have been studied over Au\@SiO~2~ and Au\@TiO~2~ nanoparticles employed in the hydrogenation reaction of 4-nitrothiophenol to 4-aminothiophenol over Pt colloidal nanoparticles^[@ref28]^ and the CO hydrogenation over Ru nanoparticles prepared by the catalyst impregnation method.^[@ref29]^ The two studies revealed the effect of a reducible support material on catalysis with potentially faster kinetics due to effects such as hydrogen spillover.

These examples highlight the potential of SHINERS for molecular sensing of catalytic reactions at nanoscale events, but how can we go further? By combining the plasmonic properties of nanostructured noble metals with scanning probe microscopy (SPM), we obtain TERS.^[@ref36]^ Recent advances in this technique have increased the spatial resolution with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), leading to the observation of site-specific electronic and catalytic properties of a Pd/Au(111) bimetallic surface with topographical and chemical information up to 3 nm resolution ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c).^[@ref37]^ It is evident that TERS can play a crucial role in elucidating chemical reaction pathways on nanometer length scales and differentiating between active and inactive sites. However, to reach spatial resolutions below 10 nm, conductive substrates are required under (ultra) high vacuum conditions, limiting such measurements in *operando* and time-resolved settings. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based TERS can be applied as a more universal method for studying chemical reactions in a variety of conditions, including aqueous solvents for use in electrochemical cells.^[@ref38]^ Similar to SHINERS, metallic TERS tips can be rendered chemically stable and noninvasive using thin isolating layers of metal oxide, such as SiO~2~,^[@ref39]^ Al~2~O~3~,^[@ref40],[@ref41]^ and ZrO~2~,^[@ref38]^ to make them suitable for applications in heterogeneous catalysis. As an added benefit, metal oxide coatings greatly enhance the plasmonic stability.

Both SHINERS and TERS are useful methods for measuring the adsorption of reactants, intermediates, and products on the catalyst; however, they could also play roles in analyses of reactions in the liquid phase. For example, in electrochemical studies, the product analysis is often performed by taking out microsamples for quasi-online high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) or online electrochemical mass spectrometry (OLEMS). Remote spectroscopy could make such measurements possible in real time. Real-time measurements would require colloidally stable, plasmonic nanostructures with intrinsic hot spots that arise from sharp edges or from clustering the metal nanoparticles into shell-isolated plasmonic superstructures (SHIPS, [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d).^[@ref42]^ Such structures would be useful in electrochemical experiments for online monitoring of the reaction products in solution, which would give complementary information to the surface-bound intermediate species, measured with SHINERS, on electrocatalyst monolayers, for which small amounts of products and low signals are expected ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e). In order to use SHINERS as a quantitative analysis tool for product analysis, controlled substrates with internal standards for SHINERS are required.^[@ref18]^

Temperature Sensors {#sec3}
===================

Similar to chemical concentration gradients, temperature plays a crucial role in the reactivity and stability of catalytic systems and can differ drastically over a catalyst bed and even within a catalyst body. Researchers have long been aware of the importance of measuring local temperatures on the catalyst level,^[@ref43]^ and early attempts involved the use of superparamagnetic nickel crystallites because the magnetic moment per unit volume of crystallite for nickel is temperature-dependent.^[@ref44]^ However, these examples were limited to one system and proved difficult to implement. A noninvasive and universally applicable tool that can read out the local temperature on any desired spot is needed.

Various other methods to monitor local temperatures exist, including the use of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),^[@ref45]^ blackbody radiation,^[@ref46],[@ref47]^ multiple thermocouples,^[@ref48]^ and luminescence thermometry using perovskites^[@ref49]^ and trivalent lanthanides.^[@ref50]^ Luminescence thermometry focuses on temperature-dependent luminescence phenomena such as luminescence intensity, wavelength, or lifetime.^[@ref51]^ For thermometry purposes, ratiometric band-shape luminescence thermometry (*i.e.*, monitoring the change in the luminescence intensity ratio between two different peaks) has the most potential because its ratiometric nature makes it independent of T-probe concentration.

Lanthanide-doped nanomaterials are preferred for temperature sensing because their luminescence involves sharp emission peaks whose spectral positions are independent of the surroundings,^[@ref52]^ enabling relatively straightforward interpretation of the luminescence signal up to the high temperatures (600 °C) that are relevant for catalysis.^[@ref53]^ Small energy differences (Δ*E*) between the excited states ensure that they are thermally coupled, leading to a Boltzmann distribution between the two excited states^[@ref53]^ and resulting in the typical temperature-dependent behavior, as shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d. By choosing different lanthanides, the emission wavelength, temperature range, and sensitivity are controlled; the host lattice ensures a thermally stable and low phonon energy material^[@ref54]^ for application at elevated temperatures up to 600 °C. Specific dopants and codopants can be exploited for upconversion,^[@ref55]^ meaning that multiple low-energy photons excite the system before anti-Stokes emission at higher energy occurs ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d), avoiding background fluorescence from other materials such as coke deposits.^[@ref56]^

Luminescence thermometry can easily be applied to give insights in the millimeter range by using microcrystalline NaYF~4~ doped with Yb^3+^ and Er^3+^ for exact local measurements during catalysis with a spot size of ∼5 mm. We used this method to follow the temperature distribution at three different heights in a 21 mm × 6 mm × 3 mm fixed bed reactor during the methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) reaction, which revealed a temperature gradient along the catalyst bed without the need for multiple thermometers that could potentially interfere with the reaction of interest ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a).^[@ref57]^

![Luminescence thermometry applied at different length scales (a) Microcrystalline NaYF~4~, doped with Er^3+^ and Yb^3+^, was mixed with zeolite H-ZSM-5 to reveal a reaction front during the methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) reaction due to the exothermic nature of the MTH reaction while measuring the products with online mass spectrometry (MS).^[@ref57]^ Adapted from ref ([@ref57]). Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. (b) Emission of NaYF~4~:Er^3+^,Yb^3+^ nanoparticles after excitation with a 488 nm probe beam was used to measure the temperature profile of water heated by a 980 nm pump beam.^[@ref58]^ Adapted from ref ([@ref58]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (c) Microcrystalline NaYF~4~:Er^3+^,Yb^3+^ was used to explain deviating Co catalyst reduction behavior in a nanoreactor by showing large temperature variations within the reactor with up to 10 μm resolution.^[@ref60]^ Adapted with permission from ref ([@ref60]). Copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons.](nn9b09834_0003){#fig3}

The real potential of temperature nanosensors lies in high-resolution temperature mapping at sub-millimeter or even sub-micron levels. By combining luminescence thermometry with (confocal) microscopy, temperatures can be monitored with a spatial resolution of \<10 μm. Vetrone *et al.* demonstrated this finding by recording thermal gradients within an aqueous colloidal solution containing NaYF~4~:Er^3+^,Yb^3+^ nanoparticles.^[@ref58]^ They heated the water using a 980 nm pump beam and performed the thermal imaging by recording the luminescence of the nanoparticles in a confocal plane orthogonal to the 980 nm laser using a 488 nm probe beam ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). They followed the temperature within an individual cancer cell while heating it up to its death at 45 °C.^[@ref58]^ Our group applied luminescence thermometry to monitor chemical reactions in microfluidics using varying reactor materials and nanoprobes stabilized with either organic ligands (for apolar solvents) or charged SiO~2~ (polar solvents).^[@ref59]^ In a subsequent study, our group used temperature mapping within a single nanoreactor to explain the varying reduction behavior of Co nanoparticles during X-ray microscopy experiments due to temperature heterogeneities ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c).^[@ref60]^ Current efforts conducted within our group have ensured spatial resolutions of ∼1 μm using confocal fluorescence microscopy, and future efforts will also focus on preparing three-dimensional reconstructions of the temperature distribution. In addition, by exploiting cathodoluminescence or X-ray-induced fluorescence, it might be possible to combine luminescence thermometry with electron microscopy measurements or synchrotron experiments to push the spatial resolution and versatility even further.

Other opportunities lie in the exploration of temperature-controlled experiments to tune the electrocatalytic CO~2~ reduction reaction and to access new reaction pathways. Technical difficulties of electrocatalysis at elevated temperatures include catalyst stability, reactant/product adsorption/desorption, electrochemical cell design, and electrolyte choice, among others. We have a specific interest in obtaining local information at the reaction surface, such as local heat and reactant/intermediate adsorption, in order to design novel electrocatalysts rationally. The application of nanoscale molecular and temperature sensors will improve our understanding of the CO~2~ reduction reaction and aid the development of advanced electrocatalysts with enhanced performance toward value-added chemicals by gaining information on the single electrocatalyst nanoparticle level. Although temperatures can be measured in the electrolyte *via* a thermocouple, local temperature variations are expected near the electrode surface due to variations in local current densities up to several hundred mA/cm^2^ and local heating. When a combination of suspended and electrode-anchored temperature sensors can be used (similar to the applied SHINERS in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e), the temperature gradient toward the electrode surface can be measured with confocal microscopy. Direct measurement of such local temperature variations will aid the rational design of the ultimate electrocatalyst.

Two Eyes on Single Catalyst Particles {#sec4}
=====================================

Our aim is to develop multiple sensors to follow all essential conditions during a chemical reaction. Recently, we have combined two of these nanosensor eyes---chemical and temperature sensors---to obtain local thermal and chemical information simultaneously from a single catalyst body during the CO hydrogenation reaction over Rh/SiO~2~ catalysts ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). NaYF~4~\@SiO~2~ nanomaterials doped with Yb^3+^ and Er^3+^ were employed as temperature probes and were extruded together with SiO~2~ as the catalyst body, and Au\@SiO~2~ shell-isolated plasmonic nanoparticles were assembled on the exterior surface of the catalyst body and served as chemical sensors ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, left side).^[@ref61]^ The results showed large effects of gas composition (50 °C) due to the thermal conductivity of H~2~*versus* CO, which can have a large influence on catalyst activity and selectivity. In addition, SHINERS enabled the identification of a new carbonyl surface species (1780 cm^--1^) at exact local temperatures ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, right side), indicating that hydrogen-assisted CO dissociation is the preferred pathway for the CO hydrogenation reaction over Rh/SiO~2~ catalyst.

![(Left) Two eyes on a single catalyst body for obtaining chemical and thermal information simultaneously during the CO hydrogenation reaction over Rh/SiO~2~ by shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS) and luminescence thermometry, respectively. Luminescence thermometry demonstrated a mismatch between the set temperature and the actual temperature. (Right) SHINERS revealed a tilted CO species adsorbed on the Rh surface at 1780 cm^--1^ at temperatures above 213 °C. The temperatures were measured on the same catalyst body by luminescence thermometry, whereas SHINERS provided chemical insights of the surface species on the Rh catalyst.^[@ref61]^ Adapted with permission from ref ([@ref61]). Copyright 2019 Nature Springer.](nn9b09834_0004){#fig4}

Toward All Eyes on Solid Catalysts {#sec5}
==================================

Over the past few years, great successes have been achieved in the application of nanosensors for chemical reactions. With the state-of-the-art examples discussed above, we see that we can obtain chemical and thermal information, even combined on the single catalyst body level. The future application of nanosensors for *operando* spectroscopy is dependent on its universal applicability. Spectroscopy-based nanosensing can readily be combined with complementary techniques to monitor both temperature and chemical species or other reaction parameters. The knowledge required to enable spectroscopic monitoring inside reactors (*i.e.*, *operando* studies) has already been obtained for vibrational spectroscopy (Fourier transform infrared and Raman) but also for UV--vis spectroscopy. The infrastructure required for these studies can readily be applied to luminescence thermometry, enabling easy, applicable *operando* temperature studies inside reactors and the combination of different spectroscopic techniques to enable the monitoring of chemical species and temperature simultaneously.

New developments are required to obtain universally applicable nanosensors for catalysis. First of all, the adaptation of nanostructures for more strenuous reaction conditions is required. Second, increasing the spatial and temporal resolution up to the nanometer range to monitor catalytic processes is desired for studying the active site. Third, by combining complementary characterization techniques (such as luminescence thermometry and SHINERS) and including new sensor materials for pressure sensing, we can obtain a more complete image of the chemical reactions inside a live reactor.

The application window of nanosensors should be increased to enable the monitoring of alternative environments, including solutions for liquid-phase heterogeneous catalysis and electrocatalysis, and to allow for high-temperature measurements up to 1000 °C that can be present during oxidative coupling of methane and methane to aromatics. Currently, the limitations for nanoparticle-based sensing during catalysis are the harsh chemical environments, high temperatures, and coke formation. The (nano)crystal probes should be chemically stable and inert to ensure probe stability as well as noninvasiveness. For temperature sensors, chemically stable Y~2~O~3~ host materials^[@ref62]^ as well as NaYF~4~--SiO~2~ core--shell nanomaterials^[@ref53]^ were applied for thermometry under typical catalytic conditions up to 600 °C with a variety of chemicals present. They demonstrated good thermal and chemical stability, without sintering, particle deformation, atomic diffusion, chemical etching, or crystal phase changes.^[@ref53],[@ref62]^ For applications above 600 °C, we expect Y~2~O~3~ to be the most viable host material because the melting point of 2425 °C is much higher than that of NaYF~4~. The melting point is not the only limitation though, and therefore, further research is required on the mobility of the lanthanide ions in the host material at elevated temperatures.

Chemical sensing by SHINERS is even more prone to degradation at high temperatures and demanding chemical conditions because the isolating shell is required to be extremely thin to obtain strong EFs and nonporous to prevent sintering and side reactions. The stability is limited to 400--500 °C by implementing SiO~2~ and TiO~2~ coatings thinner than 3 nm because thicker shells will severely limit the EF.^[@ref29],[@ref63],[@ref64]^ Options to improve the thermal stability lie in the application of alloyed cores such as Ag/Au alloys^[@ref65]^ or other plasmonic materials such as metal nitrides, which have melting points above 2900 °C.^[@ref16]^ The effects of high pressure on the probe stability is a research question that remains to be answered. Furthermore, the sensor materials could influence the catalyst performance *via* chemical and electronic interactions^[@ref66]^ when the catalysts and probes are in close proximity; this influence could be exploited to study catalyst--support interactions. Additional challenges include the preparation of chemically stable sensors for application in liquids (typically aqueous electrolytes are used in electrocatalysis) and nanosensors that are able to withstand the large current densities of industrial conditions. These conditions might induce sintering and degradation of the sensors.

It has been established that carbon deposition (referred to as coke formation) during catalysis can severely limit the applicability for spectroscopic techniques due to competitive absorption of the incident or emitted light or by competitive emission of fluorescent species. The application of lanthanides for luminescence thermometry can partially overcome this problem as the lanthanide ions exhibit sharp anti-Stokes emission features that can help to distinguish the lanthanide emission from other emitting centers. However, synthesis strategies should be optimized in order to increase the absorption cross section and quantum yield of these temperature probes, such as in the work by Haase *et al.*, where the quantum yield of lanthanide-doped NaYF~4~ nanoparticles was increased by a factor of 100 by encapsulating the core particles in an inert NaYF~4~ shell.^[@ref67]^ Raman spectroscopy is often used for detecting carbon deposition during catalysis,^[@ref68]^ and with SHINERS, it could be applied to study the early growth stages before self-absorption reduces signal intensities.^[@ref69]^ One of the challenges of spectroscopy-based nanosensors will be overcoming the competitive absorption and emission of coke species produced during reactions, so that we can rely on the signal from the nanosensors to regenerate catalysts.

The enhanced luminescence properties of the temperature probes will support the second goal, as well: to increase spatial and temporal resolution. Because the signal-to-noise ratio of the luminescence measurement is correlated to the temperature uncertainty, there is a trade-off between temperature accuracy, spatial accuracy (smaller spot size means fewer particles are probed), and temporal resolution (shorter acquisition times means less luminescence intensity). Current luminescence efficiencies enable steady-state investigations using microscopy techniques,^[@ref59],[@ref60]^ but acquiring time-resolved temperature maps is still a difficult challenge for which the nanosensors have to be optimized.

Using plasmon-enhanced Raman spectroscopy techniques, chemical species can be identified beyond the diffraction limit. In principle, using near-field optical thermometry^[@ref70]^ or a thermocouple in combination with atomic force microscopy,^[@ref71]^ it should be possible to break the diffraction limit in thermometry applications. However, these techniques require sophisticated equipment which limits their versatility, and they only probe the surface of materials and/or have a limited temperature range of 50 °C.

In addition, intelligent chemical preparation of samples can yield systems in which temperature values can be obtained on the single-catalyst particle level, breaking the diffraction limit while maintaining a high temperature range and the possibility of *operando* studies. Higher spatial and temporal resolution with sufficient luminescence signal can be reached by placing the temperature probes in a well-organized fashion. For instance, by preparing SiO~2~-coated temperature probes and depositing catalyst nanoparticles on the surface, the local temperature of a single catalyst particle can be determined. If sufficient temperature probes are monitored, a good signal-to-noise ratio will be acquired, but the luminescence signal originates from only tens of nanometers from the catalyst particles. Although the temperature is monitored locally, the experiments do not provide any information regarding the temperature heterogeneity between different probe/catalyst particles. A second approach can be to prepare binary superstructures of the temperature probe and catalyst nanoparticles. Here, the temperature can be determined within the catalytically active self-assembled monolayer with the additional synergy that the temperature probes can prevent sintering of the catalyst nanoparticles and, thus, increase catalyst stability.

Pressure, like temperature, is a reactor-scale parameter that is not controlled on the nanoscale, but it can definitely change over the reactor bed due to pressure drops and reaction of adsorbates within the pores of catalyst bodies. At the moment, no spectroscopy-based nanosensors exist for pressure to the best of our knowledge, but we will speculate about a possible direction. One possible direction will be the implementation of distance-dependent energy transfer between different lanthanide ions in a flexible host material. Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are interesting host materials for lanthanide ions, as they are flexible materials and respond strongly to differences in pressure by expanding or shrinking. For example, Eu^3+^ and Tb^3+^ in MOFs exhibit temperature-dependent luminescence due to the change in distance between the lanthanide ions and, with it, the change in the efficiency of the energy transfer ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref72]^ Challenges in such pressure sensors will be the disentanglement of temperature- and pressure-related expansion/compression, but this question could be solved by applying the MOF pressure nanosensors simultaneously with nanoparticle-based luminescence thermometry. Furthermore, MOFs involving lanthanides are typically quite sensitive, but the search continues to find kinetically stable structures using intelligent ligand design to obtain structures resistant to the strenuous conditions found in a chemical reactor.^[@ref73]^

![Future pressure sensors might involve a combination of two or more trivalent lanthanide ions in metal--organic frameworks (MOFs). Pressure-dependent band shapes can be observed in materials that experience changes in the efficiency of the energy transfer associated with the distance between the lanthanide ions related to the pressure. (a) MOFs emit blue light at low pressure because energy transfer is efficient when the metal ions are relatively close. (b) MOFs emit orange light at high pressure because the energy absorbed by the orange sensitizer cannot be transferred to the blue activator. (c) As a result, we observe a ratiometric pressure-dependent emission spectrum.](nn9b09834_0005){#fig5}

Online Reactor and Catalyst "Health" Monitoring {#sec6}
===============================================

With the implementation of nanosensors, we are entering a new era of catalyst characterization. We will have digital tools at our disposal that enable the construction of large databases to help answer the question of what (condition) makes a good or a bad catalyst. For example, what are the temperature windows at which a solid catalyst can operate efficiently with long lifetimes? Large temperature fluctuations, in particular, local hot spots, heavily impact catalyst activity/stability and are linked to sintering of supported metals and degradation of solid catalysts. Local temperature and chemical sensors could provide valuable insights in these events and help to increase the lifetime of catalysts.

Will we see the advent of multiple sensors in chemical reactors taking advantage of these or similar nanoparticle antennae to monitor the reactor health? Similar to total body scans, can we find and eliminate a potential illness before the catalyst dies, preferably with online tools on the local scale as well as the overall reactor? With local chemical sensors, we will be able to find possible catalyst poisons, such as sulfur-containing compounds or coke buildup on even smaller length scales, and to correlate them to the local conditions. With online tools, catalyst regeneration can take place locally, based on actual chemical understanding as opposed to empirical findings based on previous runs.

We have only seen the beginning of nanosensors in catalytic reactions. We should start filling this toolbox to visualize the local temperature, pressure, and chemical species, preferably all together. Ultimately, this combination will give us full insight into the thermodynamics and kinetics of chemical reactions. In catalyst and reactor diagnostics, seeing is believing, and without this toolbox we are working in the dark.
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AFM

:   atomic force microscopy

EF

:   enhancement factor

FTIR

:   Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

HPLC

:   high-performance liquid chromatography

LSPR

:   localized surface plasmon resonance

MOF

:   metal organic framework

MS

:   mass spectrometry

MTH

:   methanol-to-hydrocarbons

NMR

:   nuclear magnetic resonance

OLEMS

:   online electrochemical mass spectrometry

PERS

:   plasmon-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

QXAFS

:   quick scan X-ray absorption fine structure

SERS

:   surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

SHINERS

:   shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

SHIPS

:   shell-isolated plasmonic superstructures

SPM

:   scanning probe microscopy

STM

:   scanning tunneling microscopy

STXM

:   scanning transmission X-ray microscopy

TERS

:   tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

UV--vis

:   ultraviolet--visible
